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PURIM 2500 YEARS AGO IS THE ATTEMPT BY HAMAN PERSIAN KING ACHESVAROS’ PRIME MINISTER WITH THE BLESSINGS OF ACHASVERUS TO COMMIT GENOCIDE.

HAMAN CONVINCED AHASVERUS TO PERMIT THE KILLING OF ALL JEWS IN THE 127 NATIONS THAT WERE PART OF THE PERSIAN EMPIRE.
ONE MUST REMEMBER THAT ACHASVERUSH WAS THE THIRD EMPEROR FOLLOWING KOresh. KOresh DECLARED THAT HE WAS APPOINTED BY GOD TO PERMIT THE JEWS TO RETURN FROM BABYLON AND REBUILD THE HOLY TEMPLE IN JERUSALEM. DIVREI HAYOMIM CHRONICLES II 36:23.

THE PROPHET ISAIAH 44:25 AND 45:01 CONFIRMED THIS
CLAIM BY CALLING KORESH THE MESSIAH.

FURTHERMORE, NEBUCHADNEZER THE BABYLONIAN EMPEROR WHO DESTROYED THE FIRST TEMPLE ONLY EXILED THE JEWS TO BABYLONIA.

HE DID NOT KILL THEM.

JEWS IN BABYLON WERE TREATED ROYALLY. THEY WERE PERMITTED TO RUN THEIR
OWN AFFAIRS ACCORDING TO TORAH LAW. FURTHERMORE, HE EMPLOYED JEWS AS ADVISORS. DANIEL ONE OF HIS CLOSE ADVISORS INTERPRETED A DREAM IN WHICH NEVUCHADNEZER EVEN FORGOT THE CONTENT OF THE DREAM. SEE BOOK OF DANIEL. THE PROPHET EZEKIEL LIVED IN BABYLON AT THE TIME OF THE DESTRUCTION OF THE FIRST
TEMPLE AND PROPHESIZED AS IT WAS BEING BURNED.

WHY WAS THERE SUCH A TURN OF EVENTS?
FURTHERMORE, THE PROPHETS FORETOLD THAT AT THE END OF 70 YEARS FROM THE EXILE OF THE JEWS TO BABYLON THEY WOULD RETURN TO ISRAEL.
WE HAVE A TRADITION THAT
POSITIVE PROPHESIES ARE
NEVER ANNULLED.

NOT ONLY WOULD THE
PROPHESY BE PROVEN FALSE
BUT MORE DEVASTATING- ALL
THE JEWS WOULD BE
MURDERED.

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF
HAMAN’S DECREE?

PURIM GRAPHICALLY
DEMONSTRATES THAT GOD
GRANTS HUMANS THE FREE WILL TO KILL AND DESTROY INDISCRININATELY.

HOWEVER, GOD IN HIS MERCY - PROVIDENCE PREPARES THE CURE BEFORE THE ILLNESS.

GOD PREPARED THE ANTIDOTE TO HAMAN’S EVIL PLANS IN THE PERSON OF ESTHER.

[1] GOD INFLUENCED THE EVENTS THE IDEAS OF ORDERING VASHTI THE QUEEN
TO BE ORDERED TO APPEAR NAKED FOR ALL TO SEE HER BEAUTY AT THE FEAST HOSTED BY ACHESVAUS.

[2] GOD PLANTED IN THE MIND OF VASHTI THAT SHE SHOULD REFUSE THIS REQUEST.

[3] GOD PLANTED THE IDEA OF PUNISHING VASHTI BY HAVING HER KILLED.

HAVING ALL THE ADVISORS OF ACHASVEROS PROPOSE ALL WOMEN SINGLE AND MARRIED TO PARTICIPATE IN A BEAUTY CONTEST.

ACHASVEROS THEN WOULD SELECT THE NEW QUEEN FOR THE WINNER OF THE BEAUTY CONTEST. ACHASVEROSR WOULD BE THE ONLY JUDGE. ESTER ALTHOUGH MARRIED TO
MORDECHAI WAS FORCED TO PARTICIPATE.

ESTHER WON THE BEAUTY CONTEST AND BECAME THE NEW QUEEN.

[5] IT WAS DIVINE WILL THAT ACHASVERUS AND HAMAN PUT THEIR GUARD DOWN AND NEGLECTED TO BE VIGILANT. THEY DID NOT USE THEIR COMMON SENSE AND THE SPY
NETWORK TO DISCOVER WHO ESTHER REALLY WAS.

[6] GOD MADE ACHAVERUS CRAZY FOR ESTHER.

WHEN ESTHER THREW A PARTY AND SHE INVITED ACHAVERUS AND HAMAN. ESTHER FINALLY REVEALED WHO SHE WAS. SHE ACCUSED HAMAN AS THE ONE WHO WANTED TO KILL ALL THE JEWS.
[7] IT WAS GOD WHO CAUSED ACHASVERUS TO LOSE HIS TEMPER AND GET VERY ANGRY.

[8] IT WAS GOD WHO GAVE ACHASVEROS THE IDEA TO LEAVE THE ROOM AND STROLL IN HIS GARDEN TO COOL DOWN HIS TEMPER.

[9] When Achasveus left the room Haman pleading to Esther for his life fell on the reclining
chair Esther was lying on. Haman fell on top of Esther. It was God who tripped Haman to fall on top of Esther.

[10] At that moment Achasveros returned to the room. Seeing Haman prostrated on top of Esther GOD MADE ACHASVEROS suspect that Haman was raping Esther.

[12] At that point God made an attendant, a friend of Mordecai, reveal that Haman had prepared a noose on top of a tree 50 yards high to have Mordecai lynched.

[13] At that point God gave the idea to Achasveros in his anger to order that Haman be hanged.
Thus Haman who prepared a noose for Mordecai ended up hanging from that noose.

Esther cried to have the evil decree of genocide of the Jews reversed.

Ahasveros demurred that a royal decree issued cannot be annulled. He, however, made a counter offer. He offered to
have the Jews armed and defend themselves.

The Jews were armed and went on the offensive. They killed thousands of their enemies.

Again God revealed that man is free and has free will to plot to kill others.

But God does prepare the cure before the disease.
The plots of men exercising their free will are completely foiled as happened in the Purim story.

During the last 2000 years Jews have experienced that God always prepared the cure before the illness.

In the years 1100 Jews were exiled from all lands that Roman Catholics as well as Eastern Catholics controlled.
However this expulsion was a blessing in disguise.

In 1190 Eastern Catholics murdered hundreds of thousands of Roman Catholics in wars over which denomination really represented the word of God Jesus and the Holy Ghost.

In 1210 Roman Catholics repaid eastern Catholis by murdering hundreds of
thousands of Eastern Catholics. Each side indiscriminately killed civilians, women, children, old people, the sick, and destroyed all the animals and livestock of their adversaries.

However no Jew was hurt. Because the Jews had long before been driven out and were safe in Muslim Countries.

The same blessing in disguise occurred in 1525 - 1640 when
Protestants and Catholics were killing each other. Millions were murdered on both sides.

However no Jew was harmed. Jews had been driven out from England in 1290. They were exiled from France and Germany in the 1300s. They were driven out from Spain in 1492 and from Portugal in 1497.
Jews were given an ultimatum by Spain and Portugal to convert or expulsion. 250,000 Jews left. 250,000 Jews converted. Some of them practiced Judaism in secret. THEY RISKED WHEN CAUGHT TO BE BURNED ALIVE AT THE STAKE. 15,000 JEWS WERE EXECUTED BY BURNING ALIVE.
However all the other Jews in Western Europe found safe havens—Holland, Poland, Russia and the Muslim Countries. Thus when Protestants and Catholics murdered millions of each other in the religious wars 1525-1640 no Jews were harmed. They had been exiled hundreds of years earlier. Western Europe was Juden rein. Clean of Jews.
God had prepared the cure the rescue of Jews before the disease the murder of millions in the religious wars waged by Catholics and Protestants.

In 1914 at the outbreak of the first World War The Czar the Russian emperor who was a great Anti-Semite suspected that the Jews living at the border of Germany and the Russian empire who spoke
Yiddish would cooperate with the Germans who spoke German that is very close to Yiddish. He ordered all Jews to leave the border areas between Russia and Germany. They were exiled to remote areas in eastern Russia. 25 YEARS LATER WHEN Hitler killed all the Jews these Jews were saved thanks to the decree of Nicholas the Russian
Czar who banished them to Easter Russia.

In 1934 when Hitler and the Nazis took over Germany the Nazis revoked the citizenship of all Jews. Only citizens by German law were permitted to be licensed in all the professions. Thus all Jews in the professions were left with out a means to make a living. As a result they emigrated to other
counties like the USA Australia the countries in Central and South and Central America and Middle East. In that way they escaped the holocaust.

Thus God created the cure before the disease.

Hitler with the help of the Europeans and the Roosevelt administration in the USA kill
6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children.

Where was God? Does God exist?

The answer came shortly after the holocaust.

Yes, 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children were killed together with millions of non Jews.

However, God planted stupid ideas in Hitler’s head.
He made many stupid strategic mistakes. One of them was to take on Russia in 1941 before defeating Great Britain. He spread himself thin. Germany lost 1 million killed and 1 and a half million soldiers captured that later disappeared in captivity.

God planted the idea in the minds of the military leaders of Japan to attack Pearl Harbor.
and drag the USA into the Second World War. With the entry of the USA the combined allied forces overwhelmed the Nazis and Italians.

Germany was defeated in 1944.

USA president Truman who took over when Roosevelt died from a stroke in 1945 ordered the dropping of the atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Japan surrendered unconditionally shortly after.

God put into the mind of the Japanese emperor in 1942 to provide a safe haven a sanctuary to thousands of Jews from Europe in Japan and Shanghai China that Japan controlled. Although Japan was an ally of Hitler, nevertheless they provided a safe haven for Jews in Shanghai China that was
occupied by Japan. God gave the idea to the emperor of Japan to believe that he is a descendant of one of the lost Jewish ten tribes exiled by Assaria 2700 years ago. This motivated him to save Jews.

God saved 13 million Jews in the rest of the world who escaped the holocaust. God gave the wisdom to the Allies to defeat the Axis powers thus
saving the 13 million Jews and millions of non Jews.

AFTER World War II, God planted ideas in the minds of the leaders of Communist Russia to support the USA and other Western nations to resurrect the State of Israel in 1947.

God gave the ideas to
Harry Truman to recognize Israel immediately after it was proclaimed May 15, 1948.

God performed miracles and a handful of Jews repulsed the combined armies of 5 Arab countries in 1948.
All these times the Hand of God was visible helping the Jews defeat the Arabs.
In 1975 Iran- ancient Persia- was taken over by a group of fanatics Ayatollas and their supporters who employ the new form of Anti- Semitism - Anti Zionism to gain acceptance in the Arab world. They announce their goal and policy to destroy Israel and kill all the Jews. They also want to defeat all the Sunni Arabs and kill them.
To this end Iran set its sights and resources to develop the Atom bomb and a missile system to deliver the atom bomb and destroy Israel and all the Sunny nations. Eventually the missile system with atom bombs will reach all the Europeans and the USA.

The Europeans and the USA under Obama reached a compromise with Iran.
Iran agreed to stop developing the know how to create an Atom bomb for 10 years after that they would be free to proceed.

The agreement did nor prohibit Iran from development of a missile system.

In exchange all the European nations and the USA lifted their crippling sanctions against Iran.
Obama also bribed Iran by sending Iran billions of dollars. Israel and the Sunni Arab countries remain petrified with this agreement.

However the Europeans are very happy because it gives them an opportunity to earn billions of dollars with new markets opening up in Iran.

The fact that 7 million Jews would be killed if Iran develops
an Atom Bomb does not faze the Europeans. They are the same Europeans who for 1700 year murdered Jews. They are the same Europeans who helped Hither murder 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children. These are the same Europeans who prostitute the truth and support the Palestinians in their murder of the Jews in Israel. They are the
same Europeans who pass United Nation laws that delegitimize Jews’ right to Israel.

All international laws are created to delegitimize the Jews’ right to Eretz Israel; certainly historical Yehuda Shomron Golan Gaza and old City of Jerusalem.

All these Europeans are guilty if not as murderers certainly as
felony murderers. They all deserve to be handed the same sentence the Palestinian murderers get.

One who aids and abets murder even if they are not the ones who pull the trigger are guilty as felony murder and face the same penalty as one who pulls the trigger.

God is doing exactly that. Terrorists are killing Europeans
in Great Britain France Belgium Germany.

However, regarding Iran – for these new Anti-Semites in the clothes of Anti-Zionism God did prepare a cure.

Donald Trump the president of the USA is the new Koresh the new Messiah. He is the incarnation of the old Persian King Koresh and Darias -the son
of Queen Esther and King Achadverish.

When Achasverush died his son Dariash became King. He was merely a young child at his coronation. So his mother Queen Esther and uncle Mordecai served as his advisors.

Dariash made good the promise to rebuild the Second Holy Temple in Jerusalem.
Even though Koresh initiated the call to rebuild the Temple he reneged in his pledge following the outcry of the Samaritans who opposed such a move. The entire process was then frozen. During the reign of Achesvarus the process was also frozen.

Only following the death of Achesvarus and the coronation of Darius was the building of
the Second Holy Temple in Jerusalem completed.

Darius also provided financial grants to enable not only the building of the Temple but also he subsidised all the expenses of running the services at the Temple.

Technically Darius was Jewish since he was the son of Esther. The fact that his father
King Achašveros was not Jewish does not control.

I would not be surprised if Draius also practiced Judaism.

So too, with the 2018 Haman Iran the Ayetolas and Revolutionary Guard and all their supporters.

God prepared the cure for this disease. The cure is President Trump the Koresh
and Darius of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century. His name will eternally shine as a Divine messenger of God.

In the words of Issiah 44:25 45:1 God has called Koresh-also known as -Donald Trump to be the Messiah.

The fact that Iran is refusing to bend and be flexible is a blessing. There need be no treaties with these animals.
The only language that will help is for a complete regime change. It will be necessary to unleash bombardments of military targets in Iran and targeted killings of all the leaders in Iran.

Just like Haman was hung so too all the leaders in Iran must be eliminated.

It is a pity for the enslaved millions of Iranian citizens.
Not a deal; but a bullet. The planet earth is not big enough for the USA and the current leadership of Iran. The quicker they are eliminated the sooner will peace be restored. The same goes for the Palestinians. All the leaders of Hamas Fatah and Hezbollah should all be killed. Then peace will be restored.
Israel should annex all areas in Yehudah Shomron and Gaza.

All the Palestinians should be encouraged by monetary reawards to move to the 21 Arab counties.

Jews can not live with individuals who have been taught to hate and kill Jews from the time they were sucking the milk of their mothers.